Eight Ohio State students are recipients of a prestigious Benjamin A. Gilman International Scholarship.

Among the 2,386 American undergraduate recipients, the eight Buckeyes selected to receive the Gilman Scholarship include:

- Destiny Brown, political science, SIT Study Abroad Uganda/Rwanda: Peace and Conflict in the Lake Victoria Basin
- Erika Evatt, Japan, Studies in Japan
- Christaya Fears, nursing, AIFS Study Abroad in Stellenbosch
- Deztini Johnson, human development and family studies, Global May Uganda
- Hamidou Ndiaye, architecture, Knowlton School of Architecture Rome Program
- Dylan Newport, data analytics, Global May Brazil
- Kerstin Norris, international studies and Korean, ISA Seoul, South Korea: Korean Language and Electives in English at Korea University
- Ayanna Williams, social work, Australia: Human Impacts on the Natural Environment

Gilman Scholars receive up to $5,000 to apply towards their education abroad program costs with additional funding available for the study of critical languages overseas. The Gilman scholarship supports American undergraduate students of limited financial means to study or intern abroad.

Recipients of the Gilman Scholarship can defer their funds for an in-person program in 2021 or select a credit-bearing virtual international program, including online courses at an institution based outside of the U.S., virtual education abroad program, internship or language program, taking place between now and December 2021.

Students who plan to study abroad spring 2021, summer 2021, autumn 2021 and academic year 2021-2022 are eligible to apply for the next Gilman Scholarship. The application will open mid-August, and the deadline to apply is October 6.